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Introduction 

The assessment of chemical reactivity and metabolism is an important aspect in the 

risk assessment of chemicals and should be assisted by the application of 

computational tools. The software package METIS Editor version 1.0 (further on 

referred to as METIS) is designed for the storage and input of information on 

metabolism and degradation reactions in a database. This database can also be 

accessed from the CRAFT (Chemical Reactivity and Fate Tool) [1] software developed 

under contract from JRC by Molecular Networks, which can be obtained both from JRC 

and Molecular Networks web sites (see [1]). 

The METIS software is licensed under the terms of the EUPL license version 1.1 only. 

Please consult the web-site [2] for more information. The file license.txt in the 

installation directory contains the license text. METIS also employs a graphical reaction 

editor module based on the Molecular Networks’ reaction editor software MoCo. The 

MoCo (MOses COnstructor) software was independently developed earlier by 

Molecular Networks on the basis of its proprietary MOSES system [3, 4] and is 

integrated as a specially crafted binary module (MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded) 

into the METIS software allowing for drawing, editing and manipulating reactions as 

well as adding atom-atom mapping information. The MOSES system, its modules and 

MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded co-distributed with METIS are licensed for the use 

in conjunction with METIS software only. The detailed license information is included 

and can be found in the file bin\license.txt in the METIS installation directory. 

The CRAFT project provided the software package which is able to handle reactivity in 

the context of biodegradation. The knowledge base for CRAFT is based on the 

University of Minnesota Biocatalysis and Biodegradation Database (UM-BBD) [5]. The 

CRAFT package consists of two applications: the CRAFT Knowledge Base Editor 

(CRAFT Editor), and the CRAFT Explorer. The CRAFT Editor allows the user to add 

and modify existing rules whereas the CRAFT Explorer applies reaction rules to 

chemicals and shows the degradation products together with the estimation of their 

likelihood. 

The reactions information input by METIS is meant to serve as the example reactions 

in CRAFT knowledge database; however, it is not limited to this use. Reactions and 

metabolic pathways input by METIS can also be edited, browsed, printed out, 

annotated with arbitrary properties, and exchanged using the RD file format [6] without 

necessarily using the CRAFT software. 

This document contains 

 The installation guide  

 The user manual on the METIS Editor GUI and the reaction editor module 

 A description of how to use METIS including an example of inputting the information 

with METIS and publishing it into CRAFT 

 Appendix A describing the installation of MySQL database server 

 Appendix B describing the manual initialization of the MySQL database for the use 

of METIS GUI without CRAFT 

The METIS software has been developed by Molecular Networks under contract from 

JRC. 
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Installation guide 

Prerequisites 

Minimal system requirements 

The METIS editor requires: 

 a minimum of 512 MB of operating memory (RAM); it is recommended, however, to 

have at least 1 GB of memory 

 a minimum of 70 MB of free hard disc space for the program and data files 

 Java™ runtime environment (JRE) version 1.6 or newer must be installed in order to 

be able to run METIS 

Other prerequisites 

A MySQL database which is used to store the reaction information has to be available 

in order to be able to use METIS. Typically, METIS is used as a supplement to CRAFT 

applications, therefore, if CRAFT applications are already installed and configured, the 

same MySQL database instance will be automatically used by METIS. 

A local installation of a MySQL database on the same PC where METIS and CRAFT 

are installed is advisable if it is intended to work offline with METIS and CRAFT. 

Otherwise several users can simultaneously access a common MySQL database 

within their LAN. 

The MySQL server setup program can be downloaded at www.mysql.com, the detailed 

installation guide is also available there. For a step-by-step guide on how to install a 

MySQL server instance for use with CRAFT please see the “Appendix A. Installation of 

a MySQL server for use with CRAFT and METIS”. 

Quick start 

The typical installation process includes the check for the system requirements and 

prerequisites and the installation itself. 

Before starting the METIS setup program, please make sure that: 

- there is enough free space on the hard disk(s) where the applications are to be 

installed; 

- the computer is equipped with at least 512MB of the operating memory (RAM); 

- Java runtime environment (JRE) version 1.6 or better is installed. If not, please visit 

www.java.com to download and install the latest available version of JRE 

If you plan to use the METIS on a stand-alone dedicated computer, then it is necessary 

to have the MySQL server installed on this computer as well. In this case please also 

make sure that there is a MySQL server instance meant to be used with METIS and 

CRAFT. If not, please visit www.mysql.com to download and install the MySQL server. 

Please consult “Appendix A. Installation of a MySQL server for use with CRAFT and 

METIS” for the step-by-step instructions; 

http://www.mysql.com/
http://www.java.com/
http://www.mysql.com/
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If METIS is to be used with a shared MySQL server installation, e.g. in a company 

intranet, make sure you know the name of the server running the MySQL database, the 

user name, password and database name in order to be able to log in.  
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Installation of METIS 

Start METIS-v.1.0.####-setup.exe (where #### indicates the build number of the 

setup package) to begin the installation 

 

Figure 2 Startup page of METIS 1.0 Setup program. 

Click the Next button to proceed. 

 

 

Figure 3 Database notice page. 

The database notice page displays a notice informing the user that a MySQL server 

must be available in order that METIS can be used. The setup program can neither 

automatically install the MySQL server software, nor locate the existing server intended 

for the reactions’ storage. Please download and install the MySQL server from 

www.mysql.com, if needed. Also, make sure the MySQL server intended to be used by 

http://www.mysql.com/
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METIS (and CRAFT) is up and running and you know the necessary user account 

credentials. 

To continue, press the Next button. 

 

Figure 4 License agreement page. 

Read the license agreement shown on this page and check I accept the terms of the 

License Agreement to be able to continue the installation. 

 

Figure 5 Components selection page. 

Select components you would like to install. The METIS v.1.0 component installs the 

METIS software, the Source code component additionally installs the EUPL-licensed 

portion of the METIS source code as well as the Java API documentation into source 

folder inside of the installation directory specified at the next step. 
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Figure 6 Install location page. 

Select the location where METIS should be installed and click the Next button to 

continue. 

 

Figure 7 Start menu folder page. 

Select the name of the start menu folder for METIS. By default, CRAFT v.1.0\METIS is 

suggested. Press the Install button to continue – the installation process starts (Figure 

10).  
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Figure 8 Installation progress page. 

During the installation, the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded setup file is extracted 

and executed automatically in order to install the required MOSES modules and 

libraries. Since MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded is licensed under different 

proprietary license terms, these will be shown upon launching the MOSES installer 

(Figure 11) 

 

Figure 9 License terms for MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded. 

You must accept the license terms for MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded in order to 

continue. Read the license agreement shown on this page and check I accept the 

terms of the License Agreement to be able to continue the installation. The 

MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded module will be installed and the METIS installation 

will continue (Figure 9). 
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Figure 10 Installing MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded. 

 

After all the files are installed, the final installer page is displayed (Figure 11) 

 

 

Figure 11 Installation completed. 

Press the Finish button to complete the installation process. If you leave the checkbox 

Run METIS 1.0 checked, METIS will start after you click the Finish button. 

During the installation, METIS will be installed into the directory you choose, the 

desktop shortcut to run METIS Editor will be added, and a Start menu group METIS will 

be created. 

When the installation successfully finished, you can start using METIS. 
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User manual 

Introduction 

The METIS Editor allows the user to input, inspect, and modify the chemical reactions 

organized in pathways so that these reactions can later on be used as example 

reactions in CRAFT system. 

Each pathway should consist of a sequence of reactions for a single origin compound, 

e.g. of a sequence of degradation reactions. Thus, a reaction should also denote a 

precursor reaction, i.e. the reaction that precedes the given one in the degradation 

tree. The very first reaction(s) in a pathway correspondingly has an empty precursor 

reaction specified. 

The METIS Editor GUI provides also capabilities to annotate the reaction with arbitrary 

properties. A property is understood as a unique combination of property name (or 

key) and some data values attached to a reaction instance. An arbitrary set of reaction 

properties like, e.g., name, references, URLs, and any other data values, can be 

attached to a reaction. METIS provides means to manage the property names and the 

data values, add, change and remove them, as well as import and export them. 

Since METIS is primarily meant as a supplement to the CRAFT software, its main 

functionality is oriented to supply the reactions input as example reactions for CRAFT. 

Thus, METIS contains tools to publish the reactions to CRAFT and to revoke them, if 

necessary. Any reaction input into METIS will not be automatically made available to 

CRAFT. Instead, they can be published as soon as the input of the reactions and the 

required data is complete, in a batch procedure. If for whatever reason the reactions 

should be removed from the CRAFT knowledge base, they can be revoked from it 

without completely deleting the information from the database. 

METIS also can be used to store reactions and metabolic pathways irrespective of the 

CRAFT knowledge base. Still, as the storage mechanisms are database-oriented in 

both METIS and CRAFT, in such a situation a MySQL database instance must be 

made available to METIS to manage its internal data structures. After installation, 

METIS should be connected to such a MySQL database instance which will then have 

to be prepared in advance. Please check the “Appendix A. Installation of a MySQL 

server for use with CRAFT and METIS” for the details on how to install MySQL server 

and “Appendix B. Initializing a MySQL database for use with METIS without CRAFT” 

how to initialize the database in such a case. 

Structure of the installation directory 

During installation, the setup program creates the following folders in the installation 

directory of METIS (Figure 12). The lib folder contains JAR files that METIS depends 

on (libraries). The bin folder contains the binary modules of the 

MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded and their required files, as well as the 

corresponding license.txt file with the license information. Optionally (not shown on the 

Figure 12), if the EUPL-licensed source code of METIS also was installed, there will be 

a source folder containing the Java source code as well as the API documentation and 

the build environment. 
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Figure 12 Directory structure of METIS installation. 

The binary METIS-v.1.0.exe is the executable file of the METIS Editor – the Java 

launcher which the starts Java ™ runtime environment and loads the METIS Editor 

application from the JAR file mn-metis.jar. 

Starting the program 

During the installation process of METIS in the Microsoft ® Windows ™ XP 

environment, the icons for the METIS Editor are created on the user desktop and in the 

Start menu. Use either of these icons to start the application.  

On starting the METIS Editor application, the start-up window as shown in Figure 13 

appears. 

 

Figure 13 METIS Editor start-up window 
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By default, the METIS Editor uses the following user credentials to connect 

to the MySQL database instance: 

 MySQL server host name - localhost 

 MySQL service port – 3360 

 User name - craft 

 Password - craft 

 Database name – craft 

While the application loads, it tries to connect to the default database base using the 

default user credentials (or the previously saved ones, see below), and, if a login 

attempt succeeds, the main application window will appear. Otherwise, a Database 

login error message (see Figure 14) pops up. 

 

Figure 14 METIS Editor – database login error message dialog 

In this case, make sure that either the local MySQL server running the dedicated 

database is online, or you have an account on a remote MySQL database that hosts 

the database instance you intend to use with METIS. Either way, prepare and verify the 

user account credentials and press the Yes button to close this error dialog. The 

Database login dialog window (see Figure 15) will appear. 

Please enter the required information into the input fields of this dialog in order to 

repeat the login attempt: 

 Host field should contain the name or IP address of the MySQL database server 

hosting the CRAFT knowledge base or a dedicated database for METIS. By default, 

the reserved host name localhost (or its equivalent IP address 127.0.0.1) is 

assumed for a MySQL server instance running on the same PC where MEITS is 

installed. 

 Port field indicates the TCP port used to connect to the MySQL service – the value 

of 3306 is the default value used by the MySQL service. 

 User name field should contain the login name of a valid MySQL account. The 

default user name for the CRAFT applications is used and assumed to be craft. 

 Password field should contain the password of the MySQL account. The default 

password for CRAFT applications is used and assumed to be craft. 

 Database schema field should contain the name of the MySQL database schema 

that contains the CRAFT knowledge base. By default, craft database schema is 

assumed. 
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Figure 15 METIS Editor - Database login dialog 

As soon as you have entered all the login credentials, you may want to check the Save 

login data (including password) checkbox in order to store the login credentials for 

the next time. If done so, the METIS Editor stores the login information in the 

configuration file craft.ini located at the user home directory, 

C:\Documents and Settings\<User name>\craft.ini on Microsoft ® Windows. This 

configuration file is used by all CRAFT applications and by the METIS Editor to connect 

to the database. 

Please note: the configuration file stores the database login password in an 

encrypted form. Even though the well-established secure encryption 

algorithms (SHA1 and MD5) are employed to encrypt the password, it is still 

theoretically possible to decrypt it gaining an unauthorized access to the 

database. 

Click Connect button to connect to the database. If all the credentials are correctly 

entered and the MySQL server hosting the database is running and accessible, the 

application establishes the database connection and the main window will appear. 

If the application still could not connect to the database, the Database login 

dialog will appear again. Please correct any possible errors and try again. 

The application repeats the login attempts unless either the correct credentials are 

provided or the user presses No button in the database login error message dialog 

(Figure 14). 

User interface 

When the connection to the database is successfully established, the main application 

window will appear. This section simply describes the GUI elements of the main 

window, more detailed description of their functions is given later on. 

Main window 

Figure 16 displays the main application window of the METIS Editor application. The 

main window of the METIS Editor application is separated into certain control elements 

and areas: 
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Figure 16 METIS Editor - main window 

 

1. Main application menu 

2. Metabolic pathways information area 

3. Reaction table  

4. Reaction display area (displays the reaction image and reaction properties) 

5. Status bar area and control buttons 

1. Main application menu 

The application menu of METIS Editor consists of the following elements. 

File menu 

The File menu contains commands to connect to the database, to import, export or 

print the reactions, and to close the application: 

  Database login… (shortcut Ctrl-K) – to connect to different database instances 

and also to save the connection data for the next time. 

  Print… submenu – to print out single reactions or entire pathways. 

-  Print pathways… – to print all the reactions of the selected pathway(s) in one 

shot. 

-  Print reactions… – to print the selected reaction(s) only. 

2 

3 4 

5 

1 
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  Import… submenu to import reactions into the database. 

-  Import pathways… – to import the reactions from a single RD or RXN file into 

a new pathway. 

-  Import reactions… – to import the reaction(s) from a single RD or RXN file 

into an existing pathway. The imported reactions will be appended to the 

currently present ones. 

  Export… submenu – to export reactions from the database into a RD file. 

-  Export pathways… – to export all the reactions of the selected pathway(s) 

into a single RD. 

-  Export reactions… – to export the selected reaction(s) into a single RD file. 

  Quit (Ctrl-X) – close the application. 

CRAFT knowledge base menu 

The CRAFT knowledge base menu contains commands to communicate with the 

CRAFT knowledge base, namely, to publish ready reactions into CRAFT or to revoke 

them: 

  Publish… submenu – to publish selected reactions or entire pathways into 

CRAFT knowledge base so that they will become available as example reactions. 

-  Publish pathways… – to publish all the reactions of the selected pathway(s) 

in one shot. 

-  Publish reactions… – to publish the selected reaction(s) only. 

  Revoke… submenu – to revoke selected reactions or entire pathways from the 

CRAFT knowledge base. Reactions will be removed from the CRAFT knowledge 

base only.  

Please note: if a reaction is used by CRAFT to illustrate certain reaction 

types, it cannot be revoked! 

-  Revoke pathways… – to revoke all the reactions of the selected pathway(s) 

in one shot. 

-  Revoke reactions… – to revoke the selected reaction(s) only. 

Tools menu 

The Tools menu contains commands to manage the properties known within METIS 

and to manipulate the program options: 

  Manage properties… (Ctrl-D) – to manage all the reaction properties presently 

used by METIS. 

  Program options… (Ctrl-S) – to manage the program options 

Info menu 

The Info menu contains the only  About command that shows a dialog window with 

the information about the program and the credits (Figure 17). 
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Figure 17 METIS Editor – About: METIS Editor v.1.0 window 

2. Pathways information area 

Information about metabolic pathways is represented in the corresponding area of the 

main window (Figure 16, pos. 2). This area includes: 

 Pathway table. This table lists all the pathways present in the database 

  New pathway button. Pressing this button creates a new pathway entry in the 

pathway table. 

  Delete pathway button. This button only becomes active if at least one pathway 

entry is highlighted in the pathways’ table. Pressing this button permanently removes 

all the highlighted pathways together with their reactions. 

 Pathway name editor. This text field reflects the name of the currently highlighted 

pathway. Changing the text in this field also edits the pathway name in the table. The 

editor is inactive if no pathway entry is highlighted. 

 Pathway reactions’ counter. This counter displays the number of reactions input 

into the currently highlighted pathway. 

 Pathway references editor. This text field reflects the references of the currently 

highlighted pathway entry. Changing the text in this field also edits the references of 

the respective pathway. The field is inactive if no pathway is selected. 

 Pathway comments editor. This text field reflects the comments of the currently 

highlighted pathway. Changing the text in this field also edits the comments of the 

respective pathway. The field is inactive if no pathway is selected. 

3. Reactions table  

Information about the steps of the currently highlighted pathway – i.e. about the 

reactions belonging to the pathway – is shown in the bottom part of the METIS main 

window (Figure 16, pos. 3 and 4). This area includes: 

 Reactions table (Figure 16, pos. 3). This table contains all the reactions belonging 

to the currently highlighted pathway. The table displays the name of every reaction 

together with its internal ID in the “Name” column. Each reaction may have one 
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precursor – a previous reaction in the pathway. The name and internal ID of the 

previous reaction, if any, is shown in the “Precursor name” column of the reactions’ 

table. Finally, a reaction can be published into the CRAFT database, which is reflected 

by the “In CRAFT?”  

Please note: only the “Precursor name” column can be edited directly in this 

table! 

4. Reaction display and information area 

 Reactions display area (Figure 16, pos. 4). This part of the METIS GUI shows the 

image of the currently highlighted reaction, if any, as well as the properties assigned to 

the reaction. It also allows manipulating the number properties assigned to every 

reaction as well as their values. There are also 3 control buttons below the displayed 

image to change the zoom factor of the image being displayed. 

 Reactions properties display (Figure 18) is a separate tab under the reaction 

display which shows all the properties assigned to the currently highlighted reaction. It 

also allows managing these properties, adding and/or removing them as well as 

adding, changing and removing their values. 

 

Figure 18 METIS Editor – reaction properties display (red boxed)  

5. Status bar and control buttons 

The elements at the bottom of the main window include the control buttons and the 

status bar (Figure 16, pos. 5). There are the following control buttons at the bottom of 

the main window. On the left-hand side: 

  Add reaction button. This button only becomes active if a pathway entry is 

highlighted in the pathways’ table. Pressing this button creates a new reaction entry in 

the reaction table. 

  Delete reaction button. This button only becomes active if there is at least one 

reaction entry highlighted in the reactions table. Pressing this button permanently 

removes all the highlighted reactions from the database. If these reactions were 

published into CRAFT, they will also be revoked before deletion. 

  Edit reaction button. This button only becomes active if there is at least one 

reaction entry highlighted in the reactions table. Pressing this button will launch the 

MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded module to provide a GUI for drawing chemical 

reactions (Figure 19). The editor is also started if the user clicks the reaction image 
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shown to the right of the reaction table. The editor module is described in detail in 

section “MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded”. 

On the right-hand side there are two buttons: 

  Reload from database button. The button causes the application to reload all 

the data from the database it is currently connected to. If there were any not saved 

changes, they would be lost during this operation. Therefore the application always 

displays a dialog box asking to confirm this action (Figure 20) 

  Commit all changes button. This button only becomes active if there are some 

not saved changes, e.g. new reactions were added or deleted, or something has been 

edited etc. Pressing this button will commit these changes making them permanent in 

the database. 

It is essential to mention the importance of this operation. Some of the data 

manipulations, e.g. importing reactions or publishing them to the CRAFT knowledge 

base, automatically commit the changes made so that after their completion there are 

no unsaved changes – correspondingly, the  Commit all changes button is inactive 

afterwards. However, there are operations, where this button must be pressed 

explicitly, e.g. after removal of reactions, or after editing properties, names etc. 

 

Figure 19 MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded module 
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Figure 20 METIS Editor – confirmation dialog before reloading the data 
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Using METIS 

In order to illustrate the typical operations with the METIS Editor and to get better 

acquainted with its features, the following example will now be described in detail. 

Through example 

The example shows how to input a pathway of the metabolic degradation of propylene 

[7], as it is currently suggested by the UM-BBD pathway map generator [8]: 

CH3

O O

H

S

S O-

O

O

O

S

S O-

O

O

Propene  (R)-1,2-Epoxypropane (R)-2-Hydroxypropyl-CoM  

2-Oxopropyl-CoM Acetoacetate

O

O-

O

 

According to this scheme, there are four reactions to be input. We will also annotate 

the names, names of enzymes catalyzing the reactions, as well as the descriptive 

comments. As the references and URLs of the reactions, respective references to the 

UM-BBD web sites will be used. 

Finally, we will publish the reactions to the CRAFT knowledge base – in this case we 

assume that CRAFT is also installed on the PC where the tutorial will be performed. 

Before starting with the tutorial, install the METIS Editor and, if not yet installed, the, 

CRAFT application suite (please download the CRAFT applications suite, the 

installation guide and manuals at [1]). This tutorial assumes also that the MySQL 

database configured for CRAFT is available and uses the default user account and 

database schema name. 

Managing properties 

After installation, start the METIS Editor. Assuming that there is a default MySQL 

database accessible, the editor will connect to it showing the main application window 

(Figure 16). After starting MEITS for the very first time, there are no pathways and 

reactions yet input, thus, the main window is empty. 

The METIS editor attaches the data values to reactions being input using properties, 

i.e. a reaction can get assigned any property. These properties are distinguished by 

their names, and under a property name any data value can be attached to a reaction. 

The METIS editor initially registers in the database six property names which are 

constantly present and cannot be removed from the database. These represent typical 

properties like name of the reaction, literature references, URLs and comments. Also, 
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there are two predefined properties which come from the RD format definition (see [2]), 

namely CTAB name and CTAB comment. 

Users are free to register any other properties in METIS in order to be able to store the 

necessary data associated with reactions. Also, when importing reactions from RD 

files, the properties found there are automatically analyzed and registered in METIS 

(see section “Importing reactions” for more information). 

To inspect the properties already known to METIS; select the Tools command in the 

main menu and activate Manage properties item (further on, such an action sequence 

will be indicated as Tools  Manage properties). The properties manager window will 

open (Figure 21): 

 

Figure 21 METIS Editor – Registered properties window 

This window shows all the properties currently registered with METIS. Each property 

has a name which is a descriptive name of the property. They also have descriptions 

assigned which will be used as RD $DTYPE fields when exporting reactions. A 

comment for every property is optional and is only used to explain the property 

meaning. 

The six predefined properties are read-only, i.e. users cannot delete these properties 

from the system or change their names, descriptions and comments. However, any 

property added manually or by importing RD files can be renamed, edited or removed. 

Please note: if a property is in use, e.g. it has been assigned to a reaction 

which is still present in the database, it cannot be removed! 

Through example – adding new property to the database 

For the reaction in the example pathway, a property to represent the enzyme name is 

necessary. Therefore, it has to be added to the system. To do so, press the  New 
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button in the property manager. A new entry will be added to the property table, and 

the text fields below it will become editable. 

 

Figure 22 METIS Editor – Registered properties window while adding Enzyme 

name property 

Input Enzyme name as the name of the newly added property, RXN:ENZYME as its 

description, and Name of the enzyme catalyzing the reaction as the comment 

(Figure 22). Now, press the  Save button to store the property in the database. From 

now on, any reaction may be assigned an enzyme name using this property as the key. 

If the reaction is not catalyzed by an enzyme, or it is simply unknown, the reaction 

simply will not be assigned the property Enzyme name, or it may be annotated with 

such property setting its value to something like Unknown etc. 

One may register as many properties as needed in the same way, and the property 

manager window is also used to select the property being assigned to a reaction, 

therefore, the properties can be added to the system “on-the-fly”, i.e. at the moment 

they are needed (see below). 

Now, close the property manager window pressing the  Ok button to return to the 

main application window. 

As for the next step, we will need to input the reactions of our example pathway.  

Adding pathways 

The main unit of the information being processed with METIS is a pathway, i.e. a set of 

subsequent reactions leading from a parent compound to its degradation or 

metabolism products. The pathway may be linear, when all reactions are simply 

following each other, or branched, when a reaction can precede more than one 

successive reaction. Accordingly, the example pathway is a linear pathway. 
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Through example – creating new pathway 

The pathways are created either manually, or by importing the reactions from a file 

(see section “Importing reactions” for more details). For now, we will create a pathway 

manually. 

To do so, press the  New pathway in the main window. A new pathway entry will be 

added to the pathways’ table (see Figure 23): 

 

Figure 23 METIS Editor – adding new pathway 

The newly created pathway entry becomes by default a name like Pathway ### where 

### is the number. This number is defined as the next serial number of all ever entered 

pathways in the current installation. To change the name of the pathway, double-click 

the cell with it in the table, edit the name and press Enter to confirm the changes (or 

Esc to abandon them). Alternatively, simply edit the name in the text field Pathway 

name – the changes will be automatically reflected in the table. The same procedures 

can be used to edit the comments and references of the pathway (Figure 24): 

 

Figure 24 METIS Editor – adding new pathway 

To confirm the input, press the  Commit all changes button. This will commit  the 

pathway into the database. 
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Adding reactions manually 

The reactions in the pathways can be either input manually, or imported from an RD or 

RXN file. 

Through example – creating new reaction and adding properties to the reaction 

Now, as we have a pathway entry in the pathway table, the button  Add reaction 

becomes active, since it is now possible to add a reaction to the highlighted pathway. 

Press it to create a reaction entry in the reaction table (Figure 25): 

 

Figure 25 METIS Editor – adding new reaction 

A new entry has been added to the reactions’ table. For a reaction the following 

elements are shown: the name, name of the precursor reaction, i.e. preceding reaction, 

and a checkbox indicating if a reaction has been published into CRAFT or not. 

Unlike the pathway table, reactions table does not allow direct editing the values it 

shows. The name of the reaction is read from the properties Reaction name and 

MDL_REGISTRY (see “Managing properties”) and is complemented with the reaction’s 

ID generated by METIS. If none of Reaction name and MDL_REGISTRY properties 

are assigned to the reaction, then the name is simply Reaction [ID=###]. The same 

algorithm is used to show the name of the precursor, when the names are read from 

the preceding reactions. Finally, the checkbox state is automatically determined 

depending on the presence of the reaction in the CRAFT knowledge base.  

The only editing action supported in the reaction table is the change of the precursor 

reaction. The cells in the Precursor name column of the Reactions table bear a drop-

down box listing the reactions belonging to the current pathway. Thus, clicking these 

cells allows the selection of the preceding reaction among the present ones. To remove 

a precursor reaction, right-click the corresponding cell and select Remove precursor 

reaction command from the context menu appeared. 

Let us name the reaction entry we just added. To do so, activate the Reaction 

properties tab to the left of the reactions’ table (Figure 26): 
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Figure 26 METIS Editor – reaction properties view 

The Reaction properties tab shows two tables – one for the properties assigned to the 

currently highlighted reaction, and another for the data values associated with the 

currently highlighted property name. 

To add a property to the highlighted reaction, press the  button (also called Add 

property). The property manager window will pop up (Figure 21). 

This manager window is exactly the one we used to manage properties, thus, there 

one can add a new property on demand. For now, since we need to assign the reaction 

name, which is a predefined property, simply highlight Reaction name entry in the 

properties table and press the  Ok button. The property will be added to the reaction 

(Figure 27): 

 

Figure 27 METIS Editor – adding a new reaction property 

Now, to assign the name to the reaction, add a text value to the Reaction name 

property. To do this, press the  (Add value) button and select Text data command 

in the menu appearing (Figure 28): 

Add value 

button Add property 
button 
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Figure 28 METIS Editor – adding text data to the highlighted reaction property 

A new entry will be added to the Values table and it will also be highlighted. Now, to 

edit the value, one can double-click it to enter the name, and then press Enter. 

Alternatively, as soon as there is a value highlighted in the Values table, the  (Edit 

value) button is activated under the Values table. Pressing this button will pop up a 

value editor, where it is more convenient to edit large texts. 

Either way, input “From propylene to (R)-1,2-Epoxypropane” as the value of 

Reaction name property (Figure 29) : 

 

Figure 29 METIS Editor – editing text data of the Reaction name property in the 

separate editor 

As soon as the name is edited, add another reaction property Enzyme name to the 

reaction, and add a text value Alkene monooxygenase to it. 

The CRAFT knowledge base uses also reaction reference, URL and comments of the 

reaction. Thus, add all these properties as follows (Figure 30): 

 References: Small FJ, Ensign SA. J Biol Chem (1997) 272(40): 24913-20.  

 URL: http://umbbd.msi.umn.edu/servlets/pageservlet?ptype=r&reacID=r0856 

Adding text data 
to the property 

Edit value 
button 

http://umbbd.msi.umn.edu/servlets/pageservlet?ptype=r&reacID=r0856
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Figure 30 METIS Editor – all necessary properties are assigned 

As soon as all the reaction properties are assigned, commit the changes to the 

database pressing the  Commit all changes button. 

A property may have several values assigned. To add another value to the same 

property, simply repeat adding values as many times as necessary. To delete a value, 

highlight it in the Values table and press the  (Delete value) button. 

To delete a property with all its values from a reaction, highlight its name in the 

Property table and press the  (Delete property) button. 

Every time a property or a value is deleted, METIS Editor would ask for the 

confirmation since these operations would remove data irreversibly. 

Now let’s create all the remaining reactions records for our example pathway. To do so, 

create 3 more reaction entries in the current pathway and assign the following 

properties to them: 

 Second reaction: 

- Reaction name: From (R)-1,2-Epoxypropane to (R)-2-Hydroxypropyl-CoM 

- References: Allen JR, Clark DD, Krum JG, Ensign SA. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 

(1999) 96(15): 8432-7. 

- URL: http://umbbd.msi.umn.edu/servlets/pageservlet?ptype=r&reacID=r0851  

 Third reaction: 

- Reaction name: From (R)-2-Hydroxypropyl-CoM to 2-Oxopropyl-CoM 

- References: Allen JR, Clark DD, Krum JG, Ensign SA. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 

(1999) 96(15): 8432-7. 

- URL: http://umbbd.msi.umn.edu/servlets/pageservlet?ptype=r&reacID=r0852 

 

Delete value 
button 

Delete property 
button 

http://umbbd.msi.umn.edu/servlets/pageservlet?ptype=r&reacID=r0851
http://umbbd.msi.umn.edu/servlets/pageservlet?ptype=r&reacID=r0852
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 Fourth reaction: 

- Reaction name: From 2-Oxopropyl-CoM to Acetoacetate 

- References: Allen JR, Clark DD, Krum JG, Ensign SA. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 

(1999) 96(15): 8432-7. 

- URL: http://umbbd.msi.umn.edu/servlets/pageservlet?ptype=r&reacID=r0854  

Commit the changes made. 

Thus, the four reactions records of the example pathway were created and the reaction 

properties were set. However, the chemistry of the reactions, i.e. the structures of 

reactants and products, as well as the atom-atom mapping information is not set for the 

reactions yet. We can start adding this information now. To do this, highlight the first 

reaction record in the Reaction table and press the  Edit reaction button. This will 

start the METIS reaction editor – the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded module. 

MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded 

The MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded is the component for the input or modification of 

chemical reactions within METIS. Further, the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded provides 

features that subsequently ensure the chemical correctness of the molecules that are edited 

and tools that facilitate the detailed description of chemical reactions. The figure below shows 

the main features of the user interface of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded (Figure 31). 

 

Figure 31 The user interface of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded 

From the left toolbar of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded various drawing and 

structure modification tools can be selected. The upper toolbar of the 

MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded provides additional drawing options as well as undo 

/ redo functionality and the possibility to open additional chemical structure files. A 

open chemical structure files 

element selection 

drawing options 

undo / redo action 

drawing tools 

move / clear canvas 

define atom-atom-mapping 

cancel input 

commit changes 

http://umbbd.msi.umn.edu/servlets/pageservlet?ptype=r&reacID=r0854
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modified or newly created reaction can be committed with the “Ok” button on the lower 

right side of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded window. The reaction editing can be 

cancelled by pressing the “Cancel” button.  

A more detailed explanation of the usage of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded can 

be found in the following sections. 

Drawing Chemical Structures 

Atoms and Bonds 

Molecules can be drawn on the canvas of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded using 

one of the four drawing tools that are available from the left toolbar of the reaction 

editor window.  

 

 
The Single tool draws individual atoms with a click on the canvas or bonds 

when the left mouse button is pressed while the mouse cursor is moved. An 

existing atom may be used to attach an additional bond as long as the maximum 

connectivity of the atom is not exceeded. 

 
The Path tool draws a path of atoms and bonds when the left mouse button is 

pressed while the mouse cursor is moved. Moving the mouse cursor over an 

anchor point (marked as cross) adds a new atom to the path. Moving the mouse 

(button still pressed) back to the last bond or atom removes the last atom or 

bond from the path. The length of the path is indicated as a number over the 

bond added last. 

 
The Chain tool draws a chain of atoms and bonds. If a bond order different from 

one is selected, alternating double / triple bonds are drawn. If a bond order of 

three is selected the atom-atom-atom angle is set to 180° automatically. The 

length of the chain is indicated as a number over the bond added last. 

 
The Ring tool draws a ring of atoms and bonds. Pressing the left mouse button 

on an atom or bond and moving it away creates rings of variable size. If ring 

bonds are overlapping with existing bonds they are marked in green in order to 

signal the overlap to the user. The size of the ring is indicated as a number 

inside the ring. 

 

Bond Types 

The MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded supports five different bond types that may be 

selected from the upper toolbar. 

 
Single bond 

 
Double bond 

 
Triple bond 

 
Wedge up 

 
Wedge down 
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The bond order of existing bonds can be changed by repeatedly clicking on a bond 

when one of the four drawing tools described above is activated. Alternatively the bond 

order can be changed by pressing “+” (increase bond order) or “-” (decrease bond 

order) on the keyboard while the mouse cursor is located over a bond and the bond is 

highlighted. 

Element Types 

The atom type currently used for drawing operations can be selected with the Element 

button from the upper toolbar of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded window. The 

element table can be expanded and collapsed with the >> Expand and the 

<< Collapse buttons. Subsequent drawing operations will be performed using the 

selected element type. 

 

 

Figure 32 Element type selection of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded dialog 

Alternatively the atom type can be changed by typing the IUPAC symbol of the element 

on the keyboard while the mouse cursor is located over an atom and the atom is 

highlighted. 

Atomic Charges 

Atom formal charges can be changed by pressing “+” (increase charge) or “-” 

(decrease charge) on the keyboard while the mouse cursor is located over an atom 

and the atom is highlighted. Positive or negative charges cannot exceed the maximum 

valence of the atom. 
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Adding / Removing Hydrogen Atoms 

The Add and Remove hydrogen tools from the left toolbar of the 

MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded can be used to add or remove hydrogen atoms 

to/from atoms, bonds, and groups of atoms. 

 

 
The Add hydrogen tool saturates open valences by adding hydrogen atoms. A 

preview of the atoms to be added is shown. Hydrogen atoms may be added to: 

 individual atoms – by just clicking on a certain atom 

 bonds – by clicking on a bond 

 groups of atoms – by pressing the left mouse button in an empty spot of 
the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded canvas and drawing a selection 
while the left mouse button is still pressed. 

 
The Remove hydrogen tool removes all hydrogen atoms that are connected to an 

atom. Hydrogen atoms may be removed from: 

 individual atoms – by just clicking on a certain atom 

 bonds – by clicking on a bond 

 groups of atoms – by pressing the left mouse button in an empty spot of 
the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded canvas and drawing a selection 
while the left mouse button is still pressed. 

 

 

Figure 33 Adding hydrogen atoms to a group of atoms with the 

MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded  

Deleting Atoms, Bonds, and Groups of Atoms 

 

 
The Delete tool removes atoms, bonds, and groups of atoms from the canvas of 

the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded . Atoms to be removed are highlighted in 

red. Atoms or bonds may be removed by: 

 just clicking on a certain atom 

 clicking on a bond 

 pressing the left mouse button in an empty spot of the 
MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded  canvas and drawing a selection while 
the left mouse button is still pressed. 
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Transforming Chemical Structures 

 

Molecules can be transformed (scaled, rotated, moved) on the canvas of the 

MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded using one of the three transforming tools that are 

available from the left toolbar of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded window.  

 

 
The Move Atoms and Bonds tool can be used to drag individual atoms or bonds 

with the mouse cursor on the canvas of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded . 

 

 

Figure 34 Moving atoms or bonds 

 

Entire molecules can be scaled, rotated, and moved on the canvas of the 

MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded  with the  Rotate / Move and  Scale / Move 

tools. When one of these tools is active, a molecule can be selected by clicking on one 

of its atoms. The selection of the molecule is indicated to the user with the 

transformation frame that is drawn around the molecule. The handles of the 

transformation frame can be used to transform (scale / rotate) the molecule. The entire 

molecule can be moved by grabbing an atom or bond of the selected molecule with the 

mouse cursor. 

 

 

Figure 35 Transforming molecules 

 

transformation 

handle 

transformation 

center 
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The Clone operation is quite convenient for reactions’ input where a product is created 

first as a clone of a reactant and then modified accordingly. 

 

 
The Clone tool can be used to clone entire molecules. Drag a molecule with the 

mouse cursor on the canvas of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded to create a 

clone of the molecule.  

 

Editing Reactions 

Molecules on the canvas of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded are added to a 

reaction by defining their role (e.g., solvent, product) within the reaction. Pressing the 

right mouse button when the mouse cursor is located over an atom or bond shows the 

popup menu with the available reaction roles. 

 

 

Figure 36 Selecting the role of a molecule within a reaction 

 

Once a molecule has been assigned a role, a preview of the reaction is shown at the 

bottom of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded window. Additionally the atom-atom 

mapping can be defined now. 
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The Mapping tool is used to define the atom-atom mapping within a reaction. The 

mapping of individual atoms is assigned by placing the mouse cursor over an atom, 

pressing the left mouse button and moving the mouse cursor to the mapped atom 

while keeping the mouse button pressed. A possible mapping is signaled to the user 

with green dots on the mapped atoms (see figure below). Releasing the mouse 

button confirms the mapping. The corresponding mapping numbers are shown in the 

reaction preview. 

 

 

Figure 37 Defining the atom-atom mapping within a reaction 

Importing molecules 

The MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded supports the import of molecules from external 

files. (Figure 38): 
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Figure 38 Imported structures in MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded  

The imported molecules are shown on the right-hand side of the reaction editor window 

so that it is very convenient to see what molecules were loaded and, as necessary, to 

drag the molecule onto the canvas and to add their clones to the current reaction  

Through example – input of the example reaction 

This example gives a step by step guide on how to input the first step of the UM-BBD 

example reaction (see the section “Using METIS”).  

 

Figure 39 METIS Editor – respective reaction record is selected, no reaction 

chemistry is specified yet 

Reaction 

image area 
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To begin with the example, make sure the reaction record has been created as 

described in “Adding reactions manually” and the respective reaction entry is 

highlighted in the reaction’s table (Figure 39). There is no reaction chemistry specified 

yet since the reaction image area is empty. 

Now, launch the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded by pressing the  Edit reaction 

button. The MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded will open up while the main window will 

be hidden as long as the reaction editor is active. We can now start specifying the 

reaction. 

 

1. Start by drawing a bond with the Single bond drawing tool. You can use the anchor 

points to align the bond horizontally.  

 

2. Add the second bond using the Single bond drawing tool again. 

 

 

3. Change the bond order of the first bond to two by either clicking on the bond or 

pressing “+” on the keyboard while the mouse cursor is located over the bond. 
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4. Activate the Ring drawing tool and create a 3-membered ring. 

 

 

5. Change the current element type to Oxygen and click on the ring atom to convert it 

into an oxygen atom. Alternatively you can just type “O” on the keyboard while the 

mouse cursor is located over the atom. 

 

 

6. Change the current element type to Carbon and the current bond type to Wedge 

down and create the exocyclic C-C bond attached to the ring.  
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7. Mark the first molecule as substrate by clicking the right mouse button while the 

mouse cursor is located over the molecule and select “Substrate” from the context 

menu. On the bottom of the MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded window you will see 

the preview of the reaction. 

 

 

8. Mark the second molecule as product by clicking the right mouse button while the 

mouse cursor is located over the molecule and select “Product” from the context 

menu. 
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9. Activate the Mapping tool and assign the atom-atom mappings by placing the 

mouse cursor over an atom, pressing the left mouse button and moving the mouse 

cursor to the mapped atom while keeping the mouse button pressed. A possible 

mapping is signalled with green dots on the mapped atoms. Releasing the mouse 

button confirms the mapping.  

 

 

10. The assigned mappings can be verified in the reaction preview through the 

displayed mapping numbers. Commit the reaction by pressing the “Ok” button. 
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As soon as the reaction editor is closed, the main window will re-appear on the display 

showing the reaction just input (Figure 41). 

In the same manner you can now input the remaining reactions. The reactions for the 

example pathway are also included in the METIS distribution (file example.rdf in the 

installation directory). 

For the second reaction of the example pathway it is highly recommended to input it 

observing the stoichiometry as shown on the Figure 40: 

S

S O-

O

O

H

CH3

O

+

O

H

S

S O-

O

O

H  

Figure 40 Stoichiometrically correct reaction #2 of the example pathway 

To simplify the input of the reaction, we can import the molecule of the 

2-mercaptoethanesulfonate (coenzyme M), the corresponding SD file CoM.sdf is 

provided and located in the installation directory as well. 

Browsing reactions and pathways 

METIS Editor provides features to easily browse large databases of reactions e.g. to 

inspect the reactions visually. 

Highlighting a pathway in the pathways’ table will automatically update the table with 

reactions so that it will display all the reaction records registered in the active pathway. 

Highlighting a reaction record automatically causes METIS to generate a reaction 

depiction for the reaction, if it contains any chemical structures and to show it in the 

Reaction image panel to the right of the reaction table (Figure 41). 

Under the reaction image, there are three buttons to control the zoom factor of the 

reaction image: 
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 the  button zooms the actual image in by 10% up to the maximal size of 2000 by 

1000 pixel 

 the  button zooms the actual image out by 10% but only if the actual image is 

larger than the depiction panel 

 the  button resets the zoom factor of the actual image so that it exactly fits the 

depiction area 

When the METIS main window is resized, the reaction depiction image is also resized 

so that it would fit into the depiction panel. 

The zoom factor changes remain effective for all the reactions being depicted until you 

either resize the main window, or toggle any of the zoom buttons, or change the default 

depiction size in the program options (see section “METIS program options”). 

 

Figure 41 METIS Editor – depiction of the highlighted reaction 

Please note: if you resize the main window by dragging its border while a 

reaction is shown in the depiction panel, the application may become 

irresponsive while it will try to regenerate the reaction image every time the 

window size is changed. Please wait until the reaction image settles down 

before continuing. Alternatively, deselect any reaction or pathway in the 

main window (by left-clicking it while holding Ctrl key pressed) so that no 

reaction is shown in the depiction panel before dragging the main window’s 

border to resize it! 

Deleting reactions and pathways 

There might be situations when a reaction, several reactions, an entire pathway or 

several pathways should be removed from the database. The way of removing these 

elements is similar. Just highlight respective entries in the corresponding table and 

press: 
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  Delete pathway button to delete selected pathway(s) 

  Delete reaction button to delete selected reaction(s) 

When deleting pathway(s), all the reactions belonging to the pathway(s) as well as all 

the properties assigned to these reactions, will be permanently removed from the 

database. Correspondingly, when removing reaction(s), the reaction(s) and all their 

properties are removed. If any reaction being deleted has been published into the 

CRAFT knowledge base, then the corresponding reaction in CRAFT will be revoked as 

well (see also “Publishing reactions”).  

Please note: if a reaction has been published into the CRAFT knowledge 

base, and it was been assigned to illustrate a CRAFT reaction type, such a 

published reaction cannot be revoked by METIS. Removing a reaction in 

METIS will only remove the reaction record from METIS, but CRAFT 

knowledge base will keep a copy of this reaction. 

Since these are destructive operations, i.e. the data is going to be removed irreversibly; 

a confirmation dialog box is shown every time you try to delete pathways or reactions 

(Figure 42): 

 
   a)       b) 

Figure 42 METIS Editor – dialog boxes to confirm the removal of pathways (a) or 

reactions (b) 

If user confirms the removal by clicking the Yes button, a progress dialog box is 

displayed informing the user about the progress of the removal operation (Figure 43). 

 

Figure 43 METIS Editor – progress dialog when removing reactions or pathways 

The progress dialog box can be used to cancel the removal at any time, until the 

message “Committing, please wait…” appears. Pressing the  Cancel button in the 
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progress dialog will stop the removal and roll back any deletions already performed. 

However, if the message “Committing, please wait…” already appeared in the progress 

dialog window, the cancellation of the operation is not possible anymore, or it will be 

unable to revert the removal for all the reactions or pathways. The database state may 

become undefined in this situation, therefore it is recommended to restart the METIS 

editor in such case. 

After the removal operation is completed, the changes were committed to the 

database, and the application state was updated, the progress dialog box disappears 

and the main window becomes active again. 

Publishing reactions 

A main use of the METIS Editor is to act as a supplement to the CRAFT application 

suite to input the reactions which would illustrate the reaction rules in CRAFT. 

However, METIS is not limited to such a use. The independent use of METIS allows 

inputting, storing, managing, exporting and importing reactions information 

independently of CRAFT applications. Nevertheless, METIS includes a block of 

functionality to communicate with the CRAFT knowledge base. 

This block allows one to publish the reactions input in METIS into the CRAFT 

knowledge base, as well as to revoke the reactions previously published.  

The communications with the CRAFT knowledge base are not performed automatically 

for two reasons. First, the METIS Editor may be used without CRAFT applications. 

Secondly, publishing the reactions into CRAFT may be quite time consuming, therefore 

if this would be performed every time METIS saves the changes, the operation of the 

program could be quite slow. 

When publishing a reaction into CRAFT, METIS creates a copy of the 

reaction record created by METIS and stores it into the CRAFT knowledge 

base. The properties used by CRAFT applications, like reaction’s name or 

references, are copied as well, if present. After publishing, a reaction 

appears in the list of example reactions in the CRAFT Editor, and can be 

used to illustrate the reaction rules. 

Publishing of reactions can be done even if a reaction has been previously published 

into CRAFT, in this case a new CRAFT example reaction will be created and it will 

replace the previous one. Therefore, if a reaction was changed by METIS, it should be 

published again to update the CRAFT knowledge base. 

On the other hand, METIS can also revoke any previously published reaction. This may 

be necessary if a reaction should be not present in the CRAFT knowledge base for 

whatever reason. By revoking, a copy of the METIS reaction created previously during 

the publishing operation is removed from the CRAFT knowledge base. 

Please note: if a reaction has been employed by CRAFT applications as an 

example to a reaction rule, METIS will not be able to revoke such a reaction. 

Revoking the reactions also happens automatically when METIS deletes the 

corresponding reaction records. 
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Please note: METIS cannot import existing example reactions from the 

CRAFT knowledge base! 

To publish the reactions or the entire pathway(s) of reactions, please highlight: 

 the required pathway(s) to publish all the reactions of these pathways, or 

 the required reactions(s) to publish only them 

After selecting the required items, choose CRAFT knowledge base  Publish…  

Publish pathways… to publish the highlighted pathways entirely, or choose CRAFT 

knowledge base  Publish…  Publish reactions… to publish the highlighted 

reactions only. After activating the necessary command, the METIS Editor will start the 

publishing operation, which will be indicated by a progress dialog window (Figure 44): 

 

Figure 44 METIS Editor – publishing reactions 

The progress dialog informs about the status of the current operation, it can also be 

used to terminate the process. If a user presses the  Cancel button before the 

operation completes, the publishing process will be aborted, however, the reactions 

which have been already published until this time will remain published. 

After the process is completed and the changes are committed to the database, METIS 

updates the main window to reflect the changes made. From now on, the reactions 

which were successfully published will have a checkbox marked in the “In CRAFT?” 

column in the reactions’ table. 

Published example reaction in CRAFT Knowledge Base Editor 

If you are using the METIS Editor together with a CRAFT installation, after publishing 

the reactions in CRAFT you can see them under the example reactions in the CRAFT 

Editor (Figure 45): 
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Figure 45 CRAFT Editor – published example reaction is shown 

 

Revoking reactions 

To revoke reaction(s) or entire pathway(s), please highlight either the reactions to be 

revoked, or the pathways to revoke. If revoking the pathways, all their reactions will be 

revoked. After highlighting, please choose CRAFT knowledge base  Revoke…  

Revoke pathways… to revoke the highlighted pathways, or CRAFT knowledge base 

 Revoke…  Revoke reactions… to revoke selected reactions only. METIS Editor 

will ask for the confirmation of this operation by showing the following dialogs (Figure 

46): 

 
   a)      b) 

Figure 46 METIS Editor – dialog boxes to confirm revoking of pathways (a) or 

reactions (b) 

If the user confirms the revoking operation by clicking the Yes button, the revoking 

operation starts in the background, and, as soon as it is completed, a dialog box with 

the information message about how many reactions were revoked, is shown (Figure 

47): 
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Figure 47 METIS Editor – dialog boxes showing how many reactions were 

revoked 

Exporting reactions 

Reactions being input by means of the METIS Editor can also be used independently 

of CRAFT. They can be exported into RD files preserving both chemical information 

and all assigned properties. 

When exporting, either separate reactions, or the entire pathways, can be selected for 

the export. As soon as the desired reactions or pathways are highlighted, activate File 

 Export…  Export pathways… command to export the highlighted pathways 

entirely, or File  Export…  Export reactions… to export only the selected 

reactions. 

An export operation will export all the selected reactions or pathways into a single RD 

file. After activating the respective export command, the dialog box asking for the 

output file name will appear (Figure 48): 

 

Figure 48 METIS Editor – dialog boxes showing how many reactions were 

revoked 

Please note: only MDL RD files are supported as the export format! 

Provide the destination file name and press the Save button to start the export process. 

During the process, all the selected reactions together with their properties are saved 

into the specified file. A dialog box indicating the progress of the export operation is 

also shown (Figure 49): 
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Figure 49 METIS Editor – export operation progress dialog 

Pressing the  Cancel button will abandon the current export operation. The export 

file containing the reactions exported so far will remain at the destination path. 

Importing reactions 

Conversely, the reactions can be imported from RD or RXN file(s) into the METIS 

Editor. There are two options to import reactions: 

 Import pathway… operation will create a new pathway entry in the pathway table 

asking for the name of the pathway, afterwards it will import the reactions from the 

specified source into this newly created pathway 

 Import reaction… operation will append new reaction(s) to an already existing 

pathway, which has to be first highlighted in the pathway table. 

Please note: import operations import one file at a time! 

To import an RD file into a new pathway, activate File  Import…  Import 

pathway… command. A dialog box asking for the new pathway name appears (Figure 

50). Input a name for the pathway to be created and press OK button to continue. 

Leaving the name empty, or pressing the Cancel button, will cancel the import 

operation. 

 

Figure 50 METIS Editor – dialog to specify a new pathway name before import 

After the name of the new pathway is specified, a dialog asking for the file to be 

imported appears (Figure 51): 
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Figure 51 METIS Editor – dialog to specify the file to import 

Please select the file to be imported.  

Please note: only MDL RD or RXN files can be imported by METIS Editor 

After specifying the file to import and pressing the Open button, the import operation 

begins. At first, the METIS Editor evaluates the size of the file being imported. If it is 

smaller than 10 Mbytes, the METIS Editor parses the entire file and loads it completely 

into memory. During the preprocessing of the file a progress monitor is shown (Figure 

52). 

Pressing the  Cancel button during the file parsing will abandon the import 

operation. 

 

Figure 52 METIS Editor – parsing import file 

After the file is parsed, or if the file is bigger than 10 Mbytes, the import operation 

begins. In both cases, a dialog box indicating the progress of the import operation is 

shown (Figure 53): 
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   a)       b) 

Figure 53 METIS Editor – progress dialog when importing a) parsed file; or a file 

bigger than 10 Mbytes b) 

Both dialog boxes indicate the progress of the import operation. The  Cancel button 

will abort the current import operation; however, the reactions imported so far will 

remain in the database. 

Please note: if the import operation has been cancelled, it is recommended 

to restart the METIS Editor, or reconnect to the database, to ensure the 

correct update of the application’s state. 

After the import operation is complete and all the changes are committed to the 

database, the main window is updated to reflect the new imported reactions and/or 

pathways. 

When reactions are imported from an RD file, the reaction properties, if any, are parsed 

and stored in the database too. In this case, every time a $DTYPE field is found in the 

file being imported, METIS searches in the database a property matching this $DTYPE. 

If no matching property is found, a new property is automatically created and registered 

in the system. All the property values are stored as single numeric, textual, or molecule 

values correspondingly.  

Please note: METIS cannot guess if a property contains multiple 

concatenated values. It tries to recognize property values stored as numbers 

(integer or floating point), and molecular structures. If none of these two 

types match the property value being analyzed, it is stored as text. 

Printing reactions 

The METIS Editor provides the functionality to print out the selected reactions or the 

selected pathways of reactions. When printing, the reactions’ diagrams are printed out 

together with the properties assigned to the reactions. 

Please note: it may happen that not all the properties assigned to a reaction 

fit on a single page. In this case, the remaining properties are omitted. 

To print selected reactions or entire pathways of reactions: 

 highlight pathway(s) to print in the pathways table, or 

 highlight reaction(s) that you want to print. 
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When done, activate File  Print…  Print pathways… to print the highlighted 

pathways entirely, or activate File  Print…  Print reactions… to print the selected 

reactions only. A printer dialog appears allowing one to choose the printout destination 

and layout options (Figure 54): 

 
   a)       b) 

Figure 54 METIS Editor – print setup dialog: general options a); page setup 

options b) 

Using this dialog users can select the printing destination, as well as specify the 

number of copies, number or range of reactions to print - METIS prints single reaction 

per page; and the page layout. 

When the print setup dialog is closed by the Print button, the METIS Editor starts 

spooling the reactions or pathway to the selected printer. This process is accompanied 

by a progress dialog box reflecting the status of the printing task (): 

 

Figure 55 METIS Editor – print progress dialog 

Pressing the  Cancel button stops the current print job and cancels the printout. 
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METIS program options 

The METIS Editor has a few system options, including the location of reaction editor 

binaries, and the default image size of the reaction depiction. 

For normal operations METIS requires the binary module of 

MOSES.ReactionEditorEmbedded (i.e. moco.dll), thus, it must know their location. 

After the installation, by default METIS expects that the binary moco.dll and all its 

dependencies are located in the bin folder of the installation directory (Figure 12). Also, 

the default image size for the reaction depiction is assumed to be 1000 by 300 pixels. 

It is unlikely that you will ever have to change these options, however. If explicitly 

advised to, activate the command Tools  Program options… in the METIS main 

menu to open the program options dialog (Figure 56): 

 

Figure 56 METIS Editor – program options dialog 

The upper part of the options dialog allows the setting of the path to the reaction editor 

binary. The current path is shown in the Reaction editor location text field. To change 

the location, press the  (Browse) button. This will open a file selection dialog where 

you can specify the new location of the reaction editor binary (Figure 57): 

 

Figure 57 METIS Editor – selection of the reaction editor binary location 

In the file selection dialog navigate to the new location of the reaction editor binaries 

and press the Open button to confirm the choice. 
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The lower part of the program options dialog (Figure 56) contains the text fields where 

you can set the new width and height (in pixels) of the image generated for reactions’ 

depiction by default. Note that the METIS Editor tries to adjust automatically the 

generated images so that the image fits into the reaction depiction panel, while you still 

can zoom in and out. The default image size set in the program options is used only if 

the METIS Editor is unable to determine the current size of the reaction depiction 

panel. 

Please note: setting the default image width and height to very high values 

will slow down the program operation and may cause it to crash 

unexpectedly. 
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Appendix A. Installation of a MySQL server for use with 
CRAFT and METIS 

This step-by-step guide explains how to install a MySQL server instance and how to 

configure it for use with CRAFT and METIS. It does not mean to explain all the options 

of the MySQL server installation. For the full installation documentation of the MySQL 

server please visit the MySQL web site www.mysql.com 

 

1. Start your PC and log-in as the administrator. 

2. Download the MySQL Community Edition server installation file from the MySQL web 

site using any mirror listed at: http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/mysql/5.1.html#win32 

3. Save the installation package mysql-5.1.xx-win32.msi to a folder of your choice, e.g. 

to the desktop. The xx stands here for the build number of the MySQL server which 

may vary. At the time of writing, the generally available community version of the 

MySQL server is 5.1; it also can change later on. 

4. Double click the downloaded file to start the installation wizard 

 

5. Press the Next button 

http://www.mysql.com/
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/mysql/5.1.html#win32
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6. Choose the Typical installation type and press the Next button 

 

7. Confirm the installation by pressing the Install button 
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8. The installation will take a while, please wait until it completes and then press the 

Next button 

 
After this page there may be several advertisement screens shown, simply click the 

Next button until the final page appears. 

9. When the final installation page of the wizard appears, make sure the Configure the 

MySQL server now check box is checked and press the Finish button 
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10. The MySQL Server Instance Configuration Wizard starts up. Press the Next button 

to continue  

 

11. Choose the Detailed configuration radio button and press the Next button 
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12. Choose the Server machine radio button and press the Next button 

 

13. Make sure that the Transactional Database Only option is selected on the next 

screen and then press the Next button 

  
 

This is important to guarantee that the InnoDB engine of the MySQL server is 

set as the default one to ensure the referential integrity of the data in the 

CRAFT knowledge base later on! 
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14. Leave the settings on the next wizard page unchanged an press the Next button 

 

15. Keep the selection of the Decision support radio button on the next page and press 

the Next button  
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16. Make sure the networking settings are correct: the TCP/IP networking is enabled, the 

port number is 3306 and the firewall is configured to have an exception for this port. 

Also keep the Enable strict mode check box marked as it is recommended. Press 

the Next button to continue 

 

17. Select the Best Support for Multilingualism radio button and press the Next button 
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18. On the next page make sure the Install as Windows Service check box is marked 

as well as the Launch the MySQL server automatically. Also check the 

Include Bin Directory in Windows PATH option and press the Next button 

 

19. On the next screen, please enter the root password, i.e. the MySQL server 

administrator password. Memorize it as you will need it to initialize the database for 

CRAFT. The Next button will not be activated unless you input the same password 

twice in the corresponding input fields. Now, press the Next button to continue. 
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20. Press the Execute button to apply all the settings you made 

 

21. As soon as the wizard is ready, press the Finish button.  
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22. Now the MySQL server is installed. To verify your installation and to make sure you 

have correctly configured it, press the Start button of the Windows taskbar, select the 

Run… command, type cmd in the Open entry field dialog and press Enter or 

click the OK button.  

 

23. The Windows command shell will start up 

 

24. Type the following command at the command prompt: mysql –u root –p and press 

Enter:  
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25. Enter the root password you have configured at the step 19 and press Enter:  

 

26. The MySQL command shell starts displaying the version number of the MySQL 

server. Type exit to close the MySQL command shell and press Enter 

 

You have successfully installed and configured the MySQL server instance on your 

local PC so that it can be used by METIS.  
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Appendix B. Initializing a MySQL database for use with 
METIS without CRAFT 

In order to use the METIS Editor without CRAFT applications, users only need to 

configure an instance of the MySQL database which will be used with METIS: Like 

CRAFT applications, METIS uses the default user account credentials and database 

instance name as follows: 

 MySQL server host name - localhost 

 MySQL service port – 3360 

 User name - craft 

 Password - craft 

 Database name – craft 

If you are going to use METIS without CRAFT, the easiest way would be to set up 

locally the MySQL server (see “Appendix A. Installation of a MySQL server for use with 

CRAFT and METIS”) and then to configure an instance of MySQL so that is provides 

the defaults to METIS. 

 Install locally MySQL server as described in section “Appendix A. Installation of a 

MySQL server for use with CRAFT and METIS”. Make sure you remember the root 

password you set! (see page 59) 

 Now, press Start button on Windows task bar, select Run… command and input 

cmd in the Run… dialog to start the Command window. Then, type mysql –u root –p 

at the command prompt and press Enter. Type in the root password and press Enter 

again. You will be logged into the currently running MySQL server as the root (i.e. 

administrator). 

 

 Now, as you are logged in as root user, you may create databases. Type in: 

 

create database craft; 

 

(mind the ; character at the end of command) at the MySQL prompt an press Enter 
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 The database named craft is created. Now, we need to create the default user 

named craft with the password craft. Type at the MySQL prompt: 

 

create user craft identified by ‘craft’; <Enter> 

 

 The default user account is now created. Finally, we will have to allow the user craft 

the full access rights to the database craft. To do this, type at the MySQL prompt: 

 

grant all on craft.* to craft; <Enter> 

flush privileges; <Enter> 

 

These commands allow the user craft to fully control the craft database. 
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 Now, you can close the MySQL shell by typing:  

 

quit <Enter> 

 

at the MySQL prompt. 

 

 Finally, close the Command window typing exit at the command prompt and 

pressing Enter 

You have just created a default database for the use of METIS without CRAFT. If you 

start METIS now, it will find the default database instance and connect to it 

automatically. 

Please note that even if you are not going to use this database with CRAFT, all the 

functionality of METIS Editor is still available in such an isolated database, including 

“Publishing reactions” and “Revoking reactions” functionality. If you ever decide to use 

this database with CRAFT applications, you will see the reactions input and published 

with METIS there. 
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